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In two volumes, Timothy Roberts has selected duets by 
leading composers from the period following the 
Restoration of King Charles II in 1660. 
 
The first volume (Ref B629 £7.00), for Soprano (or Tenor) 
and Bass, contains six items featuring the main pre-
occupations of Restoration art: the dramatic and 
contemplative sides of religion; love anticipated and 
requited or rejected; and alcohol.  
 
Book 2 (Ref B636 £7.00), for two high voices, features 
three duets by John Blow, one by Matthew Locke and one 
by John Eccles.  
 
The basso continuo has been realised in simple style for 
keyboard, and players should elaborate or alter it as they 
wish.  

A 120m-long wooden representation of 17th-century London was set ablaze on the Thames in September, 
commemorating the Great Fire which ravaged the City three hundred and fifty years ago. 
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These three slim volumes, published by Stainer & Bell, are beautifully produced and with 
clearly set-out melody lines with guitar chords. They would make an excellent addition to the 
repertoire of any music group. Dangerous Love contains lyrics by Peter Sharrocks, whereas 
Roots and Wings and Reach contains settings of texts by Andrew Pratt and Fred Kaan as well as 
Peter Sharrocks.  

 
As we have come to expect from these hymnwriters, the subject 
matter is concerned with themes such as hope, reconciliation and the 
need for Christians to take responsibility for their actions. There are 
many moving items in each of these collections. Aberfan from 
Dangerous Love, is a poignant account of the tragic events of 1966 
when 116 children were killed when a landslide engulfed their school 
in Wales. Although now fifty years ago, Sharrocks reminds us of the 
ability of folksong ballads to recount and retell events, ensuring that 
those that suffered are not forgotten. In his settings of texts by Fred 
Kaan, Sharrocks sheds a fresh light on familiar hymns. For example, 
Were the world to end tomorrow, which appears in Roots and Wings, 
Sharrocks suggests that the melody might be taken by a solo voice. 
This gives Martin Luther’s thought that he would plant an apple tree 
at the end of the world new significance. However, Sharrocks deals 

not only with narrative, he also tackles some of the emotional difficulties Christians might 
encounter along life’s journey. These include the ‘emotional wear and tear of life’ which is so 
clearly captured in Tears of sorrow, tears of joy, from Reach. 
 
These three volumes are truly delightful. Furthermore, their size makes them absolutely perfect 
to use on the music stand, and slip into your instrument case. The broad range of subject matter 
makes the songs appropriate for both sacred and secular occasions. Recordings by Peter 
Sharrocks of all the songs featured in these songbooks are also available from Stainer & Bell. 
 

Worship Live 

ROOTS AND WINGS: SONGS OF HOPE IN A TROUBLED WORLD 
DANGEROUS LOVE 

REACH 

 

Peter Sharrocks 

Dangerous Love Songbook 
Ref Y263                           £5.50 
CD       Ref CD0093        £10.25 

Roots and Wings Songbook 
Ref Y264                           £5.50 
CD       Ref CD0094        £10.25 

Reach Songbook 
Ref Y265                           £5.50 
CD       Ref CD0095        £10.25 
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Thomas Arne (1710–1778) was by the 1760s one of the foremost 
English composers of his day. Popular in the public realm, com-
mercially minded, and with aspirations to raise his profile within high 
society, he had already contributed to most of the main musical genres 
of the period, including oratorio. However, his achievement in the 
field of oratorio had up to this point been limited by the prevalence 
since the early 1730s of Handel, its creator and enduring figurehead. It 
was not until after Handel’s death in 1759 that Arne sought decisively 
to take a lead in the future of the genre. His second and only surviving 
oratorio, Judith, first performed in 1761, signalled a move to position 
himself centrally in Handel’s wake; it also represented an ambitious 
bid to align English music with élite culture. 

 
The story of an heroic woman triumphant reflected similar biblical themes in Handel’s oratorios 
and demonstrated Arne’s allegiance to that tradition. However, Arne’s music is naturally more 
forward-looking than Handel’s and straddles the Baroque and the Classical, signifying 
veneration of the past alongside a desire to tap into influential ideals of élite taste. Furthermore, 
Arne’s manoeuvring within fashionable circles as well as his shrewd marketing, involving the 
exploitation of publicity, the setting of high prices, and the engaging of high-profile singers, 
clearly conveyed his ambition. Externally shaped by concerns of upward social mobility, and 
internally resonant with contemporary themes of religion, politics and morality, Judith was set 
firmly in the cultural context of its time.  
 
After Arne’s death, Judith was championed by his son Michael, but 
thereafter it all but disappeared from view. Although modern 
commentators have unanimously praised the qualities of a work that 
has been described as perhaps the finest oratorio by a native English 
composer before Elgar, its later revival in performance has been 
rare. The textual complexity of a large-scale oratorio extensively 
revised during its early history, and the challenges of establishing 
an authoritative performing version, have undeniably been factors 
in its unwarranted neglect. Judith is here published for the first time 
in a complete and critical edition. As a true cultural monument of 
eighteenth-century Britain, it is entirely fitting that Arne’s work 
should be saluted as Musica Britannica reaches its hundredth 
volume. 

Musica Britannica C (Ref MB100)  £130.00 

JUDITH: AN ORATORIO 
 

THOMAS ARNE 

  

Thomas Arne 

 

Michael Arne  
by Johan Zoffany 

 

RULE MUSICA BRITANNICA 

To celebrate the 100th volume of Musica Britannica, 
the trustees held a drinks party at the Royal Musical 
Association annual conference, held this year in the new 
extension to the Guildhall School of Music and Drama. 
 

 Photograph (L to R) Harry Diack Johnstone (General Editor), 
Julian Rushton (Chairman), Simon McVeigh and Peter Lynan 
(Joint editors of Judith), Peter Holman (Trustee) 
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FROM PUDDING LANE TO PYE CORNER 

Shortly after midnight on Sunday 2nd September 1666 a fire broke out in the bakery of Thomas 
Farriner in Pudding Lane in the City of London. By the time the Lord Mayor, Sir Thomas 
Bloodworth, had been awakened from his slumbers, the fire had taken hold and was spreading 
out in all directions, fanned by a strong wind. It was normal practice at the time to pull down or 
blow up buildings to make a fire-break, but Bloodworth was incapable of making any decision 
and sanctioning such action, commenting that ‘a woman could piss it out’ and returned to his 
bed. 
 
By law, all churches had to contain fire-fighting equipment. These included leather buckets, 
axes, long ladders and ‘firehooks’ for pulling down buildings. Fires were not uncommon in a 
mainly wooden city and civilians were well used to aiding neighbours in extinguishing a fire –
alerted by the ringing of muffled church bells. The City of London was then, as it is now, a law 
unto itself, and having strong republican tendencies, refused an offer from King Charles II for 
provision of soldiers and other resources to combat the fire, believing that the King might take 
the opportunity to grab absolute power. Nevertheless, the King and his brother James took over 
command of fighting the fire from the ineffectual Lord Mayor.  
 
Rumours abounded as to the nature of the event. Was the City being attacked by the French, or 
the Dutch? (A year later the Dutch would make a significant attack on English ships in the 
Medway at Chatham.) The King issued statements from Whitehall Palace quelling such fears 
while his brother rode up and down the streets rescuing foreigners from possible attack.  
 
The greatest devastation took place on Tuesday. Inhabitants tried to escape the inferno through 
the eight gates in the city walls since the wharfs on the Thames were already ablaze, prohibiting  
the use of boats. Others had stored their belongings in the medieval St Paul’s Cathedral, 
believing that the stone structure and the surrounding plaza would save it from the fire. 
However, piecemeal repairs to the ancient structure were being carried out under the guidance 
of a little known Christopher Wren and the wooden scaffolding caught fire. John Evelyn wrote 
in his diary ‘The stones of Paul’s flew like grenados, the melting lead running down the streets 
in a stream, and the very pavements glowing with fiery redness, so as no horse, nor man, was 
able to tread on them.’ The cathedral was ruined. 
 
To the east, the fire was contained by the garrison in the Tower of London who blew up nearby 
buildings on a large scale thus prohibiting the conflagration reaching the castle and its store of 
gunpowder. Such action also saved Samuel Pepys’ home and his wine and cheese that he had 
buried in the garden and St Olave’s church where he worshipped. When the fire was eventually 
extinguished four days after its commencement, 87 parish churches had been gutted, together 
with some 13,500 houses, three of the City’s gates, at least two prisons, 44 Company Halls, 
together with the Royal Exchange and St Paul’s Cathedral. Although the recorded death toll was 
only six, it is believed that many more did die, their bodies consumed totally by the extreme 
temperatures experienced. 
 
Among the monuments erected to commemorate the fire (the most famous being the 
Monument), is the ‘golden boy’ statue in Smithfield. An inscription suggests that the fire was 
evidence of God’s wrath on the City for its sin of gluttony, having started in Pudding Lane and 
ending in the north-west at Pye Corner.  
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The citizens needed a scapegoat for the fire which had destroyed their businesses, homes and 
livelihoods. If not the French or the Dutch or even gluttony, then it must be the Catholics. A 
simple-minded French watchmaker, Robert Hubert, claimed he was an agent of the Pope and 
started the fire. He was hanged at Tyburn on 28th September although some had misgivings 
about his sanity. It later transpired that he had been aboard a ship in the North Sea when the fire 
started and didn’t arrive in London until the Tuesday. 
 
Both Evelyn and Wren drew up plans for rebuilding the City, but since the displaced people 
wished to return to their homes and restart their businesses as soon as possible, the square mile, 
by and large, remains a labyrinth of narrow lanes. Only the lawyers made money from the 
catastrophe, making judgements over land disputes. 
 
Not all the churches were rebuilt – the Commissioners 
taking the opportunity to unite parishes. However, many 
were, mostly under Wren’s guidance. His greatest 
contribution was the new St Paul’s Cathedral. His first 
and preferred design of a Greek cross surmounted by a 
dome, rather than one of cruciform pattern favoured by 
the clergy, was rejected. Further designs followed 
including that featured on the cover of Songs and 
Dialogues by Matthew Locke (Ref D87 £9.00). The 
contract for this, the Warrant design, was signed on 18th 
June 1675. In the contract Wren was permitted to make 
some ‘ornamental’ changes to the design.  
 
It soon became evident to the builders that major rather 
than ‘ornamental’ alterations were being made by the 
architect. Whereas the drawings show the upper storey 
being set back and the windows of a smaller size, the 
executed building has the outer walls all on the same 
plane and with window surrounds of similar proportions. 
Ingeniously, the upper part of the wall is false and contains no windows. Rather, it conceals 
flying buttresses which help support the weight of the nave and the choir and the enormous 
thrust of the dome. It is clear, therefore, that Wren, from an early stage, had no intention of 
completing the design for which he had signed a contract, although the ground plan is similar. 
 
Although incomplete, the Cathedral was opened on 2nd December 1697, with the Minister of 
the Choristers, John Blow, writing the anthem ‘I was glad when they said unto me’ for this great 
occasion. (Performing material (SSAATTBB, organ, two trumpets and strings) can be hired 
from S&B.) Blow was assisted by his pupil Jeremiah Clarke, who was to become the first 
official organist of the new Cathedral. Purcell’s Te Deum (contained within the Purcell Society 
Edition Services, edited by Margaret Laurie and Bruce Wood (Ref PE23 £85.00)) was also 
performed. (Works by all three composer/musicians can be found in the S&B catalogue.) 
 
The final stages of construction were taken out of Wren’s hands. At the age of eighty-four, he 
had reacted strongly against a balustrade being erected to the top of the walls, writing ‘Persons 
with little skill in architecture did expect, I believe, to see something they had been used to in 
Gothic structures; and ladies think nothing well without an edging’.  
 
When the final accounts were made up in 1710, the Cathedral, which had been financed in the 
main through a tax on coal imported into London, had cost £738,845 5s. 2½d. 
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LEGEND 
 

for 

TRUMPET 
and 

PIANO 
 

R. Orlando Morgan 

For those not familiar with R. Orlando Morgan, he was a respected teacher of piano 
and composition at the Guildhall for many years, with Myra Hess and Noel Coward 
numbered among his pupils.  
 
Legend is an archived work brought back to life by Stainer & Bell, and is well worthy 
of study for players of Grades 5-6 standard. It is a Romantic piece in miniature, 
carrying Brahmsian overtones, and its main motif brings forth the spirit of Beethoven.  
 
Whatever the influences, it conveys warmth of melody with strong harmonic 
accompaniment evoking a piece that would have held sway in an Edwardian parlour 
setting but still holds relevance in today’s concert halls. 
 
Kevin Street                                                                                              Music Teacher Magazine 

Ref H490  £6.50 
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LIMERICK COMPETITION 
It has been a while since we held a limerick competition in 
The Bell. Past competitions have produced some very 
entertaining entries. Here’s one that we made earlier: 
 
Some people said that I shouldn’t, 
While others said that I couldn’t. 
At Carnegie Hall 
I wowed them all 
’though some people said that I wouldn’t.  

Complete the following in a limerick fashion (AABBA) beginning: 
 
A singer ..…………….……………………………………………………………….. 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

RULES 
 

1. The competition is open to anyone (excluding staff of Stainer & Bell and their relatives). No 
purchase necessary. 
2. The judges will be looking for aptness of lyrics, ensuring that the limerick scans. The three 
entries deemed most appropriate will be the winners of the DVD Florence Foster Jenkins 
starring Meryl Streep and Hugh Grant, plus the book Florence Foster Jenkins by Nicholas 
Martin and Jasper Rees on which the film was based together with the CD Florence Foster 
Jenkins – the legendary studio recordings.  
3. The completed form must reach Stainer & Bell by Friday 3rd March 2017. Proof of posting 
is not proof of receipt. 
4. Your submission must be on a printout of this page of The Bell. There is no restriction on the 
number of entries which may be submitted, but only one entry will be considered for a prize. 
5. The judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into. 
6. The winners will be notified by post, and their names and entries published in a future edition 
of The Bell. 
7. Above all, this is a fun competition, so do join in. 
 

Send to ‘Limerick Competition’, Stainer & Bell Ltd, PO Box 110, Victoria House, 
23 Gruneisen Road, London N3 1DZ England 

 
 

Name ………………………………………… Address ……………………………………….. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………...……...Postcode…………………… 
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Narcissa (Nascina) Florence Foster was born on 19th July 1868, probably in the Pennsylvania 
town of Wilkes-Barre where her father was a relatively rich attorney and landowner.  
 
Florence, as she was to be known, desired to become a concert pianist, but when her father 
refused to finance her to study in Europe, she eloped to Philadelphia with Frank Thornton 
Jenkins – a doctor some sixteen years her senior. Shortly after their marriage, Florence 
contracted syphilis from her husband and she terminated their relationship whilst retaining the 
Jenkins surname for the rest of her life.  
 
Having sustained an injury to her arm, Florence was unable to fulfil her ambition on the concert 
platform and, for financial reasons, resorted to giving piano lessons. However, her greater love 
was singing, and, when she moved to New York at the beginning of the twentieth century, she 
began taking voice lessons and resolved to make singing her career.  

 
On 14th January 1909 at a meeting of the 
Euterpe Club at the Waldorf-Astoria, 
Florence set eyes on a smiling six foot three 
English actor with strawberry-blonde curls, 
blue eyes and a long bony face. His name was 
St Clair Bayfield. Seven years younger than 
Florence, Bayfield would become, not only 
her manager, but her common-law husband. 
 

Following the death of her father, whom she thought had disinherited her, Florence became 
comfortably well-off. She joined numerous clubs and societies, acting as the ‘chairman of 
music’ to many until deciding to form her own Verdi Club.  
 
Florence’s mother died in 1930, leaving yet more money for the support of musicians in the city 
and for even greater expenditure on the tableaux that accompanied the Verdi Club’s annual 
Silver Skylarks Ball. In 1940, Florence appeared as the winged vision to a great American 
composer when re-enacting Howard Chandler Christy’s painting ‘Stephen Foster and the Angel 
of Inspiration’.  
 
Florence sang at these and other private events, and since the audience was made up of friends 
and sycophants who benefitted from her generosity, she was given a rousing reception – St 
Clair ensuring that reviews were favourable or couched in a language which could be construed 
as such. However, the truth was that the syphilis, together with the arsenic and mercury she took 
as a remedy and which had long since caused her to lose her hair, rendered her incapable of 
hearing her voice as it appeared to others. In her head she sounded in tune. One of the 
indications of the later stages of the disease is ‘the sensation of being serenaded by angels’.  
 
The enthusiastic response to her performances, carefully honed by the select audience to cover 
their laughter, was construed by Florence to be similar to the adulation given at the time to 
Frank Sinatra by the ‘bobby soxers’.  
 

  People may say that I couldn’t sing, 
             but no one can say that I didn’t sing. 

 

Waldorf-Astoria Octagon Room 
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Florence’s pianist of long standing, Cosme McMoon, was a loyal 
accompanist, but as the years went by he developed a vaudevillian 
style of playing and nodded and winked at the audience behind 
Florence’s back. Nevertheless it was Cosme that she took to the 
Melotone Recording Studio to make a record intended as a gift to 
members of the Verdi Club. On hearing the recording, Florence was 
worried about ‘a note’ at the end of the aria ‘The Queen of the Night’ 
from Mozart’s The Magic Flute and rang the studio’s proprietor who 
was grateful for a semantic loophole. ‘My dear Madame Jenkins, you 
need feel no anxiety concerning any single note.’ And so she didn’t. 
 
Besides being a present to her friends, the record was also available for purchase from her and 
the studio and sold like hot cakes, forcing Madame Jenkins to make a second recording. With a 
copy of the disc being given by Florence to a local radio station, its broadcasting sent sales 
through the roof. No longer was her unforgettable voice ‘appreciated’ by the select few, it was 
now loosed on to an unsuspecting public, who, in the dark days of the war, found it hilarious. 
 
Buoyed up by the sales figures, belief in her own abilities and yielding to public demand, 
Florence, against the advice of St Clair, booked the 2,804 seater Carnegie Hall for 25th October 
1944. 
 
Word spread around the city and tickets, priced between 60 cents for the balcony and $24 for 
the lower boxes for eight seats, were snapped up. An estimated 2,000 thrill-seekers went home 
disappointed. McMoon had to fight his way through the crowds and had to prove his identity to 
get in. The box office take was $6,000 with Madame Florence having given away $3,000 worth 
of tickets. Among the audience was Cole Porter, soprano Lily Pons, burlesque star Gypsy Rose 
Lee and, it was rumoured, film star Tallulah Bankhead. 

 
The stage was empty save for the seats for the Pascarella 
Chamber Music Society, huge floral displays and the 
concert grand piano. The lighting, designed by St Clair, 
illuminated the stage as Florence entered, dressed as a 
shepherdess and holding a crook which helped steady the 
nervous performer. The audience erupted and five minutes 
elapsed before Madame Florence was able to begin – a trio 
of sentimental songs from England – Phyllis by Young then 
two by Sir Henry Bishop – Love Has Eyes and Lo, Here the 
Gentle Lark. The last of the trio was accompanied by 
flautist Oreste De Sevo, formerly of Toscanini’s Italian 
orchestra. 
 

As Florence went off to change into a pink or peach gown bedecked with jewels, the Pascarella 
strings played a Haydn quartet – allowing the audience a little time to compose themselves 
before the reappearance of Florence carrying a huge fan which, after pointing it at the audience, 
she laid on the piano, which, in turn gave her support. She then launched into works by Gluck 
and Mozart before the audience breathed a sigh of relief at the interval. 
 
The second half commenced with Russian numbers, sung in Russian with Florence attired in a 
Slavic-inspired evening gown. Number followed number with one reporter commenting ‘She 
didn’t hit three notes in that one’, whilst another wrote ‘Her notes range from the impossible to 
the fantastic and bear no relation whatever to any known score or scale.’  

Continued overleaf 
 
 
 
 

 

Madame Jenkins 
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In her final selection of Italian and Spanish songs, Florence included Valverde’s Clavelitos –  
dancing around the stage she threw red rosebuds from a basket into the auditorium. In her 
enthusiasm the basket followed the flowers. Such was the audience reaction that she asked 
Cosme to retrieve the flowers to enable her to perform the song again. 
 
As the audience left the hall, the Verdi Club members climbed onto the stage to congratulate 
Florence. Those in the street however ‘had sore muscles in our stomachs as we laughed so hard 
and so long’. St Clair took the tired Florence home. She was well satisfied with her 
performance. The newspaper critics were not. 

 
In the spring of 2016, the film Florence Foster Jenkins was 
released, starring Meryl Streep as Florence, Hugh Grant as 
St Clair Bayfield and the actor/pianist Simon Helberg as 
Cosme McMoon, with Meryl and Simon singing and 
playing live on set. It was filmed entirely in the UK. A 
Liverpool street stood in for one in New York, the Park 
Lane Hotel for the Ritz-Carlton, the Methodist Central Hall 
Westminster grand staircase and lobby for that at the 
Carnegie Hall and the Hammersmith Apollo for the 
auditorium, filled with over six hundred extras. 
 
In the film, events spanning many years are squeezed into 
one while others are ‘amended’ for dramatic effect. 
Florence’s will, which features prominently in the secret 
contents of her briefcase, was never found and acrimonious 
lawsuits followed her death. 
 

Do we consider Madame Jenkins purely as a self-deluded individual, open to ridicule? Florence 
loved, and had an immense knowledge of, music. She helped many musicians establish them-
selves and financed numerous musical events. No matter her age or ability, she went out there 
and ‘did her thing’. Is she not an inspiration to us all? Everyone has at least one talent, it just 
may not be the one you thought you possessed. But whatever it is, use it! 
 
Florence died on 26th November 1944 – one month and one day after her Carnegie Hall debut. 

She was seventy-six.  

 

When in our music God is glorified, 
And adoration leaves no room for pride, 
It is as though the whole creation cried: 
Alleluia! 

How often making music, we have found 
A new dimension in the world of sound, 
As worship moved us to a more profound 
Alleluia! 

So has the Church, in liturgy and song, 
In faith and love, through centuries of wrong, 
Borne witness to the truth in every tongue: 
Alleluia! 

And did not Jesus sing a Psalm that night 
When utmost evil strove against the Light? 
Then let us sing, for whom he won the fight: 
Alleluia! 

Let every instrument be tuned for praise! 
Let all rejoice who have a voice to raise! 
And may God give us faith to sing always: 
Alleluia! 
 
Fred Pratt Green (Suggested tune Engelberg) 
©1972 Stainer & Bell Ltd. 
Reproduced from Partners in Creation Ref B878 £14.45 
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These anthologies of English song have been compiled from Stainer & 
Bell’s collections. They are intended for the young singer whose 
interest in music goes beyond the notes on the page and whose love of 
music goes beyond the business of making a good sound. 
 
In making a collection of English songs we are also making a 
collection of English poetry. Unless you appreciate the poem you 
cannot convey the full message of the song. Most singers know this but 
very few take it seriously. My advice is this: read the poem; read it 
again until you understand it; speak it out loud with a well supported 
voice; and speak it again in the rhythms of the music. Only then put the 
words and music together and you will find that you have solved many 
problems of word stress and breathing before you realise they exist. 
 
In the pre-19th century songs I have left dynamic markings to the 
singer and, except where fully ornamented versions are given, I have 
only occasionally hinted at possible embellishment. I hope you will be 
imaginative and adventurous in providing your own. 
 

Noelle Barker 

How do I get to Carnegie Hall? 
Practice. 

Each of the four books are divided 
into five sections: The Elizabethan 
and Jacobean Court  Charles I, 
Cavaliers and Restoration Court   
Georgian Theatre, Public Garden 
and Concert Room  The Victorian 
and Edwardian Drawing Room  
The Recital Room and contain bet-
ween eleven and thirteen songs, 
providing exceptional value at    

£7.00 per book. 
 

The Junior Recitalist 
Book 1 Soprano (Ref D81) 

Book 2 Mezzo Soprano/Contralto  
(Ref D82) 

Book 3 Tenor (Ref D83) 
Book 4 Baritone/Bass (Ref D84) 

 
 

 

Background map 
© Dr Blofield openstreetmap.org 
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THE WINCHESTER 
TROPER 

 

The British Academy is proud of the fiftieth volume in 
the distinguished Early English Church Music series of 
a seminal text in the study of Anglo-Saxon musical and 
liturgical practice: the Winchester Troper. 

Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 473 is a small, 
thick book, made for the personal use of a cantor of the 
Old Minster at Winchester in the early eleventh 
century, and added to until the early twelfth. On its 200 
folios substantial repertories of new liturgical music 
are copied: these tropes, sequences, proses and organa 
were composed as amplification and ornamentation of 
the older Gregorian chant. 

The foundations of these new repertories lie in the new monastic enterprise inaugurated at the 
Old Minster by Æthelwold in the 960s, and demonstrate the centrality of liturgical music to 
the public delivery of intercessions for the founders and benefactors of the community, as 
well as for the monks themselves. Indeed, material added to the book in the mid-eleventh 
century includes music probably sung at the coronation of Edward the Confessor in the 
Cathedral on Easter Day 1043. The most innovative music in the book, a series of 174 organa 
(second parts composed to accompany chant melodies), represents a musical practice not 
recorded as a repertoire anywhere else in Europe before the thirteenth century. 

This colour facsimile of the manuscript has an introduction explaining how and when the 
book was made, how it was used, and how its liturgical repertories were designed. Studies of 
the hands of over fifty text scribes are accompanied by the first full account of Anglo-Saxon 
musical notation. A study of the compositional techniques shown in the organa explores their 
relation to grammatical and rhetorical teaching. This comprehensive introduction by Susan 
Rankin is accompanied by a complete inventory of the book and indexes of all chants.  

Susan Rankin is Professor of Medieval Music in the University of Cambridge and a Fellow of Emmanuel 
College. She is a specialist in early medieval music notation and music books. 

Ref EC50    £130.00 

 

The current Winchester Cathedral boasts the second longest nave in the country 
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 NINE ANTHEMS WITH STRINGS 
(SACRED MUSIC PART 1) 

Henry Purcell 

As a further stage of the reordering of the Society’s edition of Purcell’s anthems, following 
on from Volume 29 (Ref PE29 £75.00), the nine items in Volume 13 (Ref PE13 £75.00) span 
the whole of the composer’s output of symphony anthems.  
 
It contains his first two works in the genre, My beloved spake (both the original and the 
revised version being presented in full) and Behold, now praise the Lord; three two-violin 
anthems from the mid-1680s, They that go down to the sea in ships, I will give thanks unto 
the Lord, and O Lord, grant the King a long life; and four anthems composed between 1687 
and 1690: Behold, I bring you glad tidings, Blessed are they that fear the Lord, My song 
shall be alway, and Thy way, O God, is holy. The last of these is, for the first time, published 
complete with its instrumental movements, which survive only in the rediscovered Gostling 
Manuscript. 
 
The Chapel Royal was the sole 
establishment regularly to employ 
stringed instruments in services, 
and it customarily did so only in 
the presence of royalty. Even this 
tradition was summarily cut off on 
23rd February 1689 when Queen 
Mary issued a decree putting an 
end to the use of strings in 
Whitehall Chapel. After that date 
some works were performed with 
their string passages simply 
excised; this is probably how My beloved spake was treated, for instance, but for other 
anthems, organ transcriptions of varying degrees of elaboration were made. Such 
transcriptions usually either replace the opening symphony, for which a prelude only a few 
bars in length would do duty, or omit it altogether; arrange other string passages, often in 
shortened form, for organ; and replace yet others with new material.  
 
The performance of symphony anthems in Whitehall Chapel had one striking feature which 
is not immediately apparent from their scores: spatial separation in the Venetian manner. The 
Chapel was destroyed, along with most of the Palace, in the disastrous fire of 1698 (blamed 
on a Dutch washerwoman!), but there is documentary evidence showing how the musical 
forces were disposed. The soloists sang in a gallery at first-floor level with the instrument-
alists, again in a first-floor gallery, probably adjacent to the organ loft and certainly next to 
the royal closet, where the king sat during services. With instrumentalists on one side, solo 
singers on the other, the organ in the west gallery and the choir in the stalls below, the scope 
for antiphonal effects will have been considerable, and Purcell, like Blow, exploited it to the 
full. Ensemble among the various groups is not likely to have presented any great difficulty: 
the Chapel was tiny – only about seventy feet by thirty. 
 
 
 

 

The Old Palace of Whitehall 
Hendrick  Danckerts (1625–1680) 
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SKYLARK 
for pedal or 
non-pedal 

harp   
 

Sarah 
Rodgers 

Skylark was inspired by the Norfolk countryside. From the study where I write my 
music, I look out over farmland and in particular fields of wheat and barley. I often 
see a skylark, on the wing, hovering, as if suspended in mid-air while it sings its 
optimistic and summery song. 
 
The opening bars of the music describe the ascent of the skylark, rising three times 
and each time a little higher. This leads into the skylark’s song where it’s important 
to bring out the first note of each bar in the right hand. Two simple chords hold the 
skylark floating on high before its song begins all over again. 
 
A series of open arpeggios provide a thermal of air for the skylark to rise even higher 
and these become arpeggiated chords which, through a crescendo to a forte marking, 
carry it to the apex of its flight. 
 
The skylark begins to glide downwards singing part of its song one more time before 
it comes to rest in the pastureland. The single harmonic with which the piece finishes 
tells us that, even though the skylark is resting on the ground, it will soon return to 
the skies. 

Sarah Rodgers 
Ref H495  £2.50 
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Priority Order Form 

 

Please hand this order form to your local sheet music shop. However, in case of 
difficulty, orders may be placed direct, either by sending this form to Stainer & Bell 
or by visiting our secure online ordering facility at www.stainer.co.uk 

NB Please ensure that your name 
and address overleaf are correct 

and complete the rest of the form 

If ordering direct, please add £3.00 
for orders up to £24.99 and £6.50 
for orders of £25 or more to cover 

post and packing. 
Post and packing for overseas customers 

(including Eire) is charged at cost. 
Please ask for a quotation. 

Composer/Author Title Cat. No. Price Qty 

P+P 

Total 

Line Cost 
£            p 

I am grateful for the opportunity to introduce this 
new collection. The one-word title, Onward! is a call 
anyone can respond to, at any age. To quote Scottish 
singer Sir Harry Lauder, we can all ‘keep right on to 
the end of the road’. 
 
Most of the hymns were written between 2012 and 
2015, some of which are hymn-style versions of 
biblical psalms or significant portions of a psalm, or 
in response to a verse of scripture. Some older texts 
have also been included, paired here for the first time 
with recently crafted tunes. 
 
This collection also includes a previously 
unpublished song I co-wrote with my wife, Susan 
Heafield, a United Methodist pastor and musician. 
Praise Partners, our joint musical venture, has 
released two collections: We Can Be Messengers (Ref 
PP001 £10.50) and Tell the Good News! (Ref PP003 
£10.50), both distributed by Stainer & Bell. 
 

Brian Wren 
Ref B949  £10.25 
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CATALOGUE ORDER FORM 
All our subject catalogues are available free of charge. Please tick the relevant boxes 

and send the completed form to us at Victoria House, using the panel below 
for your name and address, or order by email: post@stainer.co.uk 

 
T60    Choral Music 
T61    Keyboard (piano, organ etc.) 
                 and Study Books 
T62    Strings 
T63    Songs 
T64    Wind, Brass, Jazz & Percussion  
T65    Music in Education 
T66    Rental Material 
T68    Religious Publications 
T69    Musica Britannica 
T71    Early Music 
T74    The Byrd Edition and 
                 The English Madrigalists 
T75    Early English Church Music 
T108  Purcell Society Edition 
Add my name to mailing list: 
 
email: …………………………………..….... 

Stainer & Bell Ltd 
Choral Music 
Catalogue 

*Delete as applicable 
 

*I enclose my cheque for £ ...............................    made payable to Stainer & Bell Ltd 
 
*I wish to pay by Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Visa Debit 
 

Card No. ................................................................................      
 

Daytime telephone number (in case of query)  ……………………………………………………….. 
 
Expiry date ........./..........                                         Maestro Card Issue No./Valid from ...............     
        
Signature .....................................................                                 Date ........................................... 
 
Name  ……………………………………………………………………….………………….… 
 
Address  …………………………………………………………………………………….……. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
……………………………………………….… Postcode ………………………………………            

Stainer & Bell Ltd 
PO Box 110, Victoria House, 

23 Gruneisen Road, London N3 1DZ England 


